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AS A BASIS FOR IMPROVING THE EDUCATION OF THE 160,050
CHILDREN OF OVERSEAS AMERICAN MILITARY AND CIVILIAN
PERSONNEL; 1,639 TEACHERS IN 285 CF THE 327 DEPARTMENT CF
DEFENSE OVERSEAS DEPENDENTS SCHOOLS IN 28 COUNTRIES RESPONDED
TO A 19 -ITEM QUESTIONNAIRE COVERING TEACHING EXPERIENCE,
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND, PERSONNEL PRACTICES, CLASSROOM
MATERIALS, CLASS SIZE, AND TEACHING LOAD. DISTRIBUTIONS CF
AMOUNT OF OVERSEAS TEACHING EXPERIENCE (AVERAGE OF 3.3 YEARS)
AND OF FORMAL EDUCATION AMCIIG ELEMENTARY TEACHERS SHOW
INCREASES IN PROPORTIONS CF ADVANCED DEGREE HOLDERS WITH
INCREASES IN TEACHING EXPERIENCE. ONE THIRD OF THE SECONDARY
SCHOOL TEACHERS HELD ADVANCED DEGREES. SIXTEEN PERCENT CF THE
ELEMENTARY TEACHERS AND 21 PERCENT CF THE SECONDARY TEACHERS
WERE TEACHING PARTLY CR WHOLLY CUT CF THEIR FIELD CF
TRAINTNG. ONE OF EVERY SIX OVERSEAS TEACHERS (MOSTLY WIVES CF
MILITARY FERSCNNEL) WAS HIRED LOCALLY, MOST BUT NOT ALL OF
WHOM MET STATESIDE REQUIREMENTS FOR TEACHING. FOR THESE
PERSONS, THE SECURITY AND TENURE PROVISIONS APPLICABLE TO
"REGULAR" TEACHERS HAVE NOT BEEN IN EFFECT BUT ARE STRONGLY
RECOMMENDED. "DRASTIC" SHORTAGES CF BOOKS, SUPPLIES, AND
TEACHERS (PARTICULARLY SECONDARY SCHOOL TEACHERS CF
SPECIALIZED SUBJECTS) WERE REPORTED AND, ALSO, CLASS SIZE IN
EXCESS OF STATESIDE MEDIANS. PROVISIONS FOR SABBATICALS AND
LEAVES OF ABSENCE, BUDGETING BASED ON STATESIDE PRACTICES,
AND A SINGLE MANAGER FOR OVERSEAS SCHOOLS AND SCHOOL AREAS
WERE RECOMMENDED. (LC)
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EDUCATION ASSOCIATION QUESTIONNAIRE

November 1965

onaaire is sent for the purpose of gathering
rimarily for presentation to Congressional

c noluding the Select Subcommittee on Zduoation

cur lofting the overseas schools. Pleactesomalkt

i ms foldelajd4WALiaULSAIL andmillASEA. as soon

2122014KS
1. Name 2. School

3. APO 47-Were you recruiteTbin the gtates?

5. Wore-FTET7id locally, on a Not-to-Exceed basis?
6. If hired locally, have you been converted to a "regular"

basis, so that you don't have to be hired annuallyT
7. Are you a dependent wife?
8. Check the appropriate leverrf formal education: B.A.

B.R. M.A. M.A. or WS. plus 30 Doctorate

9. Number years taught, including this one
10. Number years taught overseas 11. Are you teaching

in your field of training, by subject or grade level?

Check. Fully Partially Not at all
11.Do you have adequate supplies this year? Check approprl-

ate items. Textbooks Expendable supplies Class-

room.furniture Athletic equipment In the space

tell arrival dal-alio! books or equipment not available
in early September, or shortages you have noted.

12.17i-l'aiMIFITTINRTIRWTIF you have more than:
30 pupils
35 pupils
40 pupils

130If a teacher in high or jr.bigh school, please. put um_
ber of classes taught. number minutes per class

14.Is there a Duty-Free-Noon program in your school?

15.Are you on a leave-of-absence from a Stateside ayMU

16.Do you plan to resign at the end of this year, even if

we have S. 2228 passed without the 5-year limitation?

17Wia you return to your Stateside district from which
you came?

18.Would you take advantage of a sabbatical program?"'

Z9.11ave you found newsletters from the OEA office helpfUlt



0EA QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS

In late November and early December of 1965 questionnaires were mailed from the
OA Office to OPA-NEA Building Representatives, on a one-per-educator basis for pro-
fessional personnel in the 327 Department of Defense Overseas Dependents Schools
scattered around the world, In some 28 countries. While a few schools later reported
that the packages of questibunaires had not arrived, and a few schools are not rears-
sentod.tn the tabulations of results, there are 285 schools represented by one or more
returns. There are ID7 high-and junior high schools represented, with 640 individual
responses; and for the elementary schools (grades 1-6) there are 999 responses, with

.almost all schools represented.

In view of the fact that the questionnaires went such long distances, and were
not distributed in some cases until the weeks following resumption of school in January,
the total lumber of responses.is considered very good. When it is realized that respon-
dents had to affix their own postage stamps, the total is rather significant.

" Of the 1639 responses, only 20 came from persons identifiable as administrators,
with the remainder being classroom teachers, librarians, counselors, or coaches. An
estimated 28% of the classroom teachers returned questionnaires.

An initial tabulation of the first 1283 returns was made, and a report made for
presentation to various Congressional committees. In particular, members of the Select
Subcommittee on Education of the House of Representatives, headed by the Honorable John
Dent, expressed an interest in having concrete information such as that the question-
naire might elicit, at the time the Committee was in Europe in late November and early
December, 1965. Since the first tabulation was completed, there have been 356 forms
received. Returns for the first tabulation will be referred to as the First Group;
while those of the second will be the Second Group. Per moat purposes, and especially
where results of the two were .remarkably similar, the results were merged into one total.

I. EMI:START TEACHERS BY TEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN ODS

WWII 8 n.. st.amilLiitlINN&WIN--

No. mil
_ome

223 Ilm 1.6

IMIIIMIIIMIEMI
Becau3e the percentages are rounded, the total is 99%. For the First Group, the

percentagev, by years of experience were: 28, 21, 13, 7, 8, and 20. Several of the
figures were just under the halfway point to the next higher_ whole number, which would
have caused an adjustment to the next higher whole number, and this accounts for the
total of all numbers being only 97%. Significantly, the perecntage of respondents
having five, or more, years of service in ODS was 20% for both tabulations°

II. PORML EDUCATION OF TEACHERS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

,YEAB let 6t r m. fi4;;1

B.A.. 2 6 11E111 10 6 l'6 797

M.A. 1121111111111111111 18 71 200

No Rtapopse 2 0 0 0 0 0 2

Total ME M= 1 WM 8 20

Advanced De: es 1B1111.71.1MIMM.1 '.

For the First Group figures were compiled for years of service from 1-11, with
the remaining group of teachers having more than 12 years' service. Because of the
small totals ;or some of these groups, beyond the fifth year, it was decided to merge
them into one total. Percents of teachers holding advanced degrees (Nester's or more)
were: 13, 10, 24, 26, 20, 18, 31, 43, 44, 53, 41, and 54. It will be :men rather
.residli.that only for the 4-year group less there any appreciable difference, and this
rose-from 26 to 33 percent. Because of the small numbers in the 4-year groups, this
doesn't appear significant. What does seem significant is that of the 497 first and
second-year teachers in ODS only 60, or 12%, had advanced degrees. This compares with
140 advanced degrees out of a total of 502 (28%) held by te*cherL in their third, or
more, years of service. For both groups of returns the percent of teachers having
advanced degrees was 20%. Research Bulletin, Volume 41, No. 4, December, 1963 of the
National Education Adsociation reported that the urban school districts of the United
States had 33-34% of teachers with advanced degrees; while for elementary schools the
figure was P.4.6%

--V _ _ _ _
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:for teachers working in high and junior high schools there were 640 returns, with

210, or 3j%, of these indicating that the respondents held adverted degrees. There

was very little difference between the Pirst Group of 537 and the Second Group of 103,

as far as the percentage of persons with at least a Master's dezree is concerned. The

survey of the DoD Overseas Dependents Schools in 1962 showed that when P.L. 86-91 was

pissed some 47% of high school teachers held advanced degrees.

III. LOCAL HIRES (111-T-Es)

Prom the first 1400 questionnaire returns the following information was obtained:

:- 0AUG:6 IMO
10

-.1-

1113111

1,111A1M11111

2
Local Hires

Advanceditgrees

Ha .: .d _.00e , :tee MR. 1=

Pigures show that 236 teachers were hired locally. While these local-hires do

not have to meet the requirements for Stateside recruitment, many of them do; and, in

fact, there arc; many good teachers in this group. This study shows that approximately

one out of six overseas teachers are hired locally. There were 26 of these persons

holding advanced degrees, or 11%, as compared to 20% for all teachers in elementary

schools. Where these persona are wives of military personnel, few personal problems

result. Par the lesser number of local-hire personnel there are nany problems. Some,

who were Peace Corps teacher.4, are not covered by Blue Cross -Astna insurance, and

this presumably applies to other professional personnel As veil. In an other instance,

*here a woman was hired while the wife of a civilian working overseas, housing was

not a natter of life-or-death importance. In several instances, these teachers have

lost their spouses, and are heads of households in every way3 yat cannot get housing,

or housing allowances. One teacher had three children, all dnendent upon their mother,

yet no housing could be obtained. In another instance, a tet,,Cher has just been *con-

verted" from local-hire status to "regular" status; yet, sh,,, is not given housing. In

addition, she has to pay tuition Zees to the American dept! cuts school in which she

teaches, because she has a child enrolled there.

The Overseas Education Association was successful in having regulations changed

to allow such 7.-T--; personnel to qualify for conversion to °regular" status after at

leant 150 days of successful teaching, plus a need of the school for continued services

of the local-hire. In all too many cases, these regulations hue been evaded, with

the admonition by administrators that these teachers, who have no tenure before con-

version, would not be rehired for the following year if they insisted upon conversion.

Local-hire teachers do not qualify for housing and insurance and educational leave

during summer months; and, in many areas, noria of these benefits accrue after onnver=,

sion. In Pagland, three years ago, the Civilian Personnel Office ruled that local-hire

teachers would not be given the opportunity to convert, because the women concerned

had first obligations to families! These teachers were supposed to have the option of

choosing convers by agreeing to possible transfer to another school. In some of

the Atlantic and Pacific Ars.i'schools it seems that local -hire personnel have been

converted to *regular* status; whereas in Hurope there has been a strong tendency to

keep teachers on an insecure, temporary status.

This evasion of the regulations is indefensible, and the teachers most directly

affected have condemned in strong terms the penny-pinching of responsible authorities.

It would seem that the Overseas Dependents Schools should recruit enough com-

petent Stateside teachers to inrtr'ct the 160,000 children of American military and

civi.lan personnel, or convert eI/gible local-hires. While the practice of hiring

locally has been carried en largely for monetary reasons, or because of inability to

attract and retain sufficient numbers of Stateside teachers, the argument has been

made tat having such personnel enables the schools to dismiss these people who don't

have tenure, while allowing *regular* teachers to continue working. In view of the

past continued growth of the schools' enrollments, such *protection* hasn't been ask-

ed, by the teachers, or required(

P.L. 86-91 does not set up one group of "teachers' and another of "local -hire

teachers.* Teachers deserve, and need, contracts to insure the security which the

practice of hiring locally is alleged to give.

The report of the Honorable lantolph Jennings gyoup to the Senate ion H.B. 6845

and S. 2228) roes, Madame developed in public hearings by the Civil Service Sub-

committee indicated that most if not all of these teachers are loyal and dedicated

public servants doing an outstemiinq job in circumstences that are usuakly difficult.*
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Concern for the education of our children should be the most important consider-
ation in employing professional personnel to staff our schools. In the past, local -
hire psreonnsl were not given the three benefits aforementioned. It would sees that
where such a teacher needs further formal education he would qualify to return to col-
lege. While not giving converted teachers benefits which might lead to more security
and better educational training, the present practice is to allow step increments on
the pay scale following conversion.

The much-used practice of employing local-hires has had amoral drawbacks, from
the educational standpoint. Some commands have not allowed such teachers to begin
workisg until children are present in the roams, whereas *regular" teachers have a
week to prepare. Too often, when such teachers have rotated with husbands during the
school year, the children of the classes have been reshuffled to other rooms, as has
been the case in CA, 7135* (USAPE) schools. Children who have, on the average, been
in three schools by the time they are sixth graders do not need more insecurity asso-
ciated with continuous changing of teachers. second-grade classroom in Frankfurt
has had 72 pupils during this school year; whereas the present enrollment is only 32.

In schools where the specialist teachers are almost totally lacking, en unusually
heavy burden is thrown on the classroom teacher. last year one of the districts of
USDESEA reported that preliminary studies in its twenty- thousand -pupil area showed 20%
of the pupils with some form of speech defect.

country as wealthy as ours, a nation which stresses excellence in education,
and a people who recognise the need for international cooperation, should be able to
afford enough of the best-qualified educators to staff our overseas classes. Instead,
this school year's commencement found :31 of 78 classes at Wheelus Air Force Ease
(Vripoli) without teachers; District TX of USDESEA was forced to hire approximately
90 local-hires (out of approzimately 600), some of them after school began. Frank-
furt Elem. tart' School # I had some 1,700-1,800 pupils in October with 64 staff mem-
bers Of these, 24 were local-hire teachers. Because such an excessive number of
teachirs_leall added by the district superintendent, the American Forces Network broad-
cast a need for substitute teachers in the Frankfurt and surrounding areas, for sever-
al months. Frankfurt Elementary School # 1 was authorised seven substitute spaces;
yet onl One person was available. Result:Xerman teachers who were hired to teach
our host nation language were used for several months as substitutes. (In Mains Ele-
mentary Vehool pier* hae been no Gervais language instruction this year.)

Our everaeas schools have not been allowed to become representative of the best
in American education, as President Johnson recently stressed they should.

IV. LELVES-0P-ABSENCE

Prom the first 1028 questionnaire returns the following was obtained:

105 QC o
1,4O P-178 Leave an to re umr

- t No Response

1 t ear 16 27 7

d 74 1

Total 384 70 42 16

In this Bret Group of figures, which was inclusive of elementary, junior high
and high school teachers, there were 470 possible responses by first and second-year
teachers. Of these, 7Q, or 15%, indicated they were on leaves of-absence from State-
side school districts. Pour years ago an ORA survey with 430 questionnaire returns
indicated some 24% of tLe respondents on leaves-of-absence. Since some teachers stay
overseas beyond a one or two year leave, and presumably they are unable to secure ex-
tensions, no tabulation was made of teachers beyond the second year in the ODS. Some
people have stated that such leaves-of-absence largely account for the 30%, plus, re-
signation rate of teachers (as compared to the lip -I2$ average for urban Stateside dis-
tricts). These figures suggest, as did the OBA survey of three years ago, that this
pretense is a fallacy.

As a matter of fact, only 42, or 9%, of the 470 first and second-year teachers
indicated an interest in returning to their "home" districts. Of the 1639 respondents
only 202 responded with "yet' to the question "Will you return to your Stateside dis-
trict from which you came?" "Avrty-six answered "don't know"; 84 answered with "pos-
sibly", lerobably", or "maybe; and 130 placed a "4" in the answer blank.

W7Aile it might seem desirable that teachers come to the Overseas Dependents
Schools, preferably on leaves-of-absence, and return to those same school districts,
such is not the cease. Granting of leaves-of-absence by overseas schools, for the pur-
pose oL attending college or university, or of teaching in Stateside districts with
excellent educatAonal practices, should benefit our schools.
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Of the 1639 teachers responding, 866, or 52.9% indicated that they would take ad-
vantage of m sabbatical program if such a program were,provided.fer OW teachers.

T. RNSIGNATIONS LITHE FIRST GROUP

One enuelred sixty-six elementary teachers indicated they would resign and 56 high
school teachers said they would. Sixty-six elementary and 46 high school teachers said
they "mienteo 'probably" or "didn't know". Passage of H.R. 6845 and S. 2228 could mem
'Ordeal,' affect the number of resignations.

VI. PRIOR TEAMING UPERIENCE

In the First Group of 1283 replies there were 223 first-year teachers. Thirty -
three did not have taro years prior experience and 12 had no experience at all. In
their second years of the 178 teachers, six reported no prior experience.

VII. LIEGTH OP SERVICK

Thole:verve length of service for respondents teaching elementary grades was 3.3
(counting This year as .5); while that for all teachers was slightly over 3.31.

Even a cursory study of these results would indicate the urgent need for giving
sore stability to the teacning staffs of the OBS. A five-year limitation would wreak
havoc! Certainly, when students are moving every two years, on the average, there
should be a veteran corps of career teachers. Nor should these parsons be accused of
being "out of touch' with the American way of life --or American cchools! *Dore sensible
regulations and a better interpretation and application of the rules could lead to a
lengthening of overacts tours of duly for some personnel. With the 1962 MoD survey of
tho OBS showing 58% of our teachers "new' in their positions that years the problem is
to encourage more longevity, as the eminent educators who conducted the survey recom-
mended.

VIII. TEACHING -OUT OP FIELD OF TRAINING

P = "Partially" teacAing out of field of training.
N = Teaching "Not at all" in field of training.

In the First Group there were 96 teachers who reported they are working "partially"
out of field of training. For junior and senior high schools 21% were nut of field of
training. Seven reported they ware completely out of their area. All total, 101 ele-
mentary teachers were "partially" out and 26 "not at all",--more than 16%.

In an attempt to find out causes for misassignment in the ODS a more comprehensive
questionnaire was mailed to the 262 teachers who reported having beenaisassigned, on
the first Ole questionnaire forms. While results of this effort were not as conclusive
as one might have wished there were some significant findings.

There were 40 returns by elementary teachers; 79 high school teachers responded.
Because some responses did not indicate the nature of the teachers' mieassignments, or
because quite a number of teachers report their "misassignment" as failures to get
desired positions, they were eliminated iron this study.' An example -of the latter was i
teacher who reperted being certificated for grades K-6; yet said she was mieassigned
because she received a third, instead of a sixth grade. After eliminating these, plus
ambiguous or returns which stated the respondent was not working out of his field of
training, there were 40 high and 18 elementary teacher returns. Since almost all of
these forms carried written statements - -some of them were quits lengthy --to supplement
the blanks on the eueatiornaire, a fairly good insight can be had into the causes of
misassignment in the OW.

Of the 18 "elementary" teachers 11 had credentials to teach in grades 7-12, or
some subject(s) of junior and senior high school curriculums. One of these had 57
hours of social studies and 27 hours of English; one was a librarian; one a reading
instruction specialist; a teacher trained in home economics was a fifth grade teacher;
one was teaching kindergarten; one who had trained in art was in fifth grade work, as
was a holder of a M.Ed. in guidance and counseling with a year's work in testing at
i psychiatric clinic of a large university; a M.Ed. in special education was teaching
first grade; one trained in music was now a reading instructor; while one trained in
art was teaching art part-time and second grade for the remainder of the day.

The gamut of teachers' opinions is run by statements of their assignments, and of
their attitudes toward them. One teacher in a large elementary school wrote that her
certification was in "secondary-voc. home economics," and that she had "taught five
yearsall in elementarynot a misassignment, would not teach home economics." Since
this was her first year in ODS, someone had assigned her to her desired elementary grade
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in four previous years of work in the United States. Another, who holds credentials
for high school but who works in kindergarten, stated: "Dependent -- severe shortage of
qualified teachers.*.

Mart resource teacher in ODS for three
a current sixth grade assisnment, but Mr.
is a high school inglieh teacher; and Mr.
and physically handicapped children. He teach

previous years reported 'asp content with
"is teaching 7a grade although he
is a qualified teacher for mentally

err grade also."
One teacher wrote: "I an presently a reading instruction specialist at Ameri-

can Elementary School. My formal education. includes a B.S. Education
State College" with majors in "social studies, English, math and reading development
at the secondary level."

One teacher with credentials for work in secondary schools requested, and got, a
sixth grade assignment for 'professional growth."

The largest numbt.r of teachers reporting misassignment were working in junior high
trades (usually 7-8). There were 35 such cases with only two reporting elementary
certification, and one of these was teaching part of the day in an elementary grade.

Subject No. Cases No. Hours Training Subject No. Cases No. House Training
Reading 3 0 Math 1 5Reading 1 10 Meth 1 6
P.E. 7 0 Math 1 '10
P.E. 1 4 Math 1 12
P.E. 1 8 English 1 6
P.E. 2 10 English 1 12
Dorm Art 2 0
Counselor 1 Art 1 11
Math 1 0 Music 1 0

A teacher of science in a junior high school wrote that he had "36-40" hours of
college training in science, but--"The point is that I have close to 85 graduate and
undergraduate hours in the teaching area that I have taught in (social studies) for
the past nine years." Prom Okinawa came the following: "I came overseas with the DoD
schools five years ago to teach biology as this was what I was informed I was qualified
to teach. To -date, I haven't seen the inside of a biology laboratory." He wrote
further: "I certainly feel a qualified reading teacher would probably be of much great-
er value to the students than a science teacher attempting to teach reading." He,
like many of the other cases reported for teachers in junior high, had only one class
in reading.

High &Choo.r teachers reported few cases of misassignment; although the North Cen-
tral Association of Secondary Schools and Colleges has pointed to such cases as being
a weakness. There were two teachers who said they were dormitory counselors, without
any training which would help. One wrote: "I was chosen because the position is dif-
ficult to and then she added that, "It's about time somebody did something about
this."

t _

One teacher saikhe was teaching one class in general business, one in typewriting
IId and one in personal typewriting, all without any formal training. Another reported
being a part-time librarian without having had any course wcrk; another was a counselor
teacher, although he possessed 85 (c.) hours in college course work in social studies;
one teacher with all his English course wor:: in literature had a class in advanced gram-
mar; one was teaching physics, with 10 hours of training; and a person explained how
he was assigned journalism. He wrote: "Arrived one month late to school. Only one
teacher had taught journalism before. She simply did not wish to teach it again. There-
fore, the last teacher to arrive would teach journalism. That was I."

Prom Japan came the following appraisal of several assignments: "Of the five math
teachers assigned, one has a master's degree in mathematics, two others as many hours
as myself (54), and a third has approximately 30-35 hours."

"Mims. H.S. was not furnished with a chemistry or physics teacher! The person
cosigned to Misawa as a t.hemistry and physics teacher reported three weeks late with
a perspiring finger pointing at his total of three hours of college science courses.
I hereby nominate the people responsible as candidates for Boobs of the year."

Misawa is illustrative of problems of assignment in the past few years, especially
in view of the overall (so-called) 25-to-1 pupil-teacher ratio in the ODS. Since it is
a small school it would't very likely have all teachers certificated in all subjects
taught, according to North Central requirements, with all the limitacions on per-pupil
expenditures, space allocations, and a rapidly dwindling number of teacher applicants
for positions in the ODS (Down to 4,379 last year, from more than 11,000 two years pre-
viously."
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These quotations will help show causes of teaching out of field of training:

1. "I am on a sabbatical leave and took an assignment as dormitory counselor ear-
ly in August. Because I have been in junior college counseling for the past 7 years,
I do not qualify, according to Department of Defense standards, for high school teach-
ing." This lady was happy with her assignment and felt that an overseas teacher should
be a "generalist". She felt that "the main disadvantage in not knowing what you are
going to teach, before you leave the United States is that many valuable (and) carefully
gathered resources are packed away before leaving, and completely inaccessible during
one's tour."

2. "New recruits unable to adapt to other teaching areas, causing older 'hands'
to fill in vacant positions, often against their wills."

3. "After I was hired a dependent wife was hired to teach homemaking full-time
even though I requested all homemaking classes."

4. "Small size of school."

5. "No one else better qualified."

6. "Assigned to present school because of drop in London enrollment and all jun-
ior high teachers here are out of field."

T. "Teacher hired for job didn't come. I was osked to fill this."

8. "Iva a P.E. major but there are no specialists who seem to teach just P.E."

9. "I am an elementary school librarian who requested a one-year teaching assign-
ment." (She believes "specialist" teachers should return periodically to classroom
teaching.)

10. "Local -hire agreed to take this assignment."

lla "Teacher shortage due to unexpected influx of students."

12. "N-T-B (tourist-hire) qualified for senior and junior high (in 3rd grade)."

13. "Small school system."

14. "School did not hire reading teachers."

15. "Not enough teachers to handle all assignments."

16. "Prefer to teach my M.A. field."

In conclusion, it is appropriate to point out that no attempt was made in this
study to determine whether teachers in "elementary" schools were trained to teach in
either primary or intermediate grade levels. Indeed, it would be difficult to ascer-
tain something like this, in view of some states certifying to teach 1-6 grades. It :
is true that many teachers who were working in intermediate grades were reassigned to
primary in the ODS, because of a severe shortage of first and'second grade teachers
recruited in-the United States, particularly the last two years.

Quite a high proportion of those reporting that they. ire working out of "field
of training" were local-hire personnel.

For "specialist" teachers there was quite a large percentage who said they were
no's classroom teachers, which reflects upon a lack of "spaces" for teachers of music,
art, reading, P.E., special education, and counseling.

As for junior high teachers, it is quite obvious that misassignment is rampant,
partially because of the many small school units overseas. Since these schools are
not required to meet North Central accreditation requirements it is quite natural that
misassignaents should occur here, rather than inAilith

Obviously, there was the least amount of misaasignment at the high school level.
Counselors in the dormitories do lack, for the most part, any special training in
counseling and guidance. In sone cases personnel are teaching one class, or perhaps,
two, without enough college credit hours; and some of the smaller schools are not so
fortunate, as shown by the fact that only 43 out of 56 high schools in the ODS are
fully accredited by the North Central Association. (Teachers at a large high school
in Germany reported that several teachers were "reassigned just prior to the North
Central accreditation team's visit last year, for Ale length of the inspection.")

Generally, it can be stated that many teachers feel assignment and misassignment
to be more a matter of preference for a particular position thaw whether a ceetain
number of college courses have been successfully studied. Perhaps the largest factor
in misassignment for all levels of teaching, was transfers. Some teachers prefer
teaching in desired locations (city, or geographic area) to assignment according to
training, particularly where the assignment is only partially outside field of training.
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One rather obvious conclusion to be drawn from this study is that some kind of

leave -of- absence system allowing overseas teachers to obtain sabbaticals and to take
a year of college or university study is urgently needed. In many cases, teachers ex-
pressed convictions that their interest in and study about a "field" where little, or
no, formal training had taken place qualified them to teach these particular fields.

In summary, it should be noted that there is increasing emphasis in the United
States on reduciAg, and eliminat).ng, misassignments. To achieve such a result in the
ODS would be difficult, nevertheless it is a worthy goal. As one teacher expressed
the problem, iith Its related aspeciirker concern was with the fact that "five dif-
ferent junior high and high school courses to be prepared for daily, my preparation
time is spread s thinly, that I am dissatisfied with the kind of job that I am able
to do. The textbooks suggested in the provided course of study are not the ones
available in the school. This school requires a special request, etc., every time
groceries are to be procured for the food classes. I must go 30 miles round-trip,
to pick them up, with shopping basket, complicated papers in triplicate and trans-
portation." One teacher in response to my question on causes for misassignment,
wrote: "Who knows?" At least a partial answer has been obtained.

IX. RATING OF ODS INADEQUACIES

These responses indicated satisfaction with, or perhaps resignation to, the four
indicated "areas", either from the qualitative or quanitative standpoint.

Teacher /BIM-
R sponses

Expendale
ulies Furniture r

e is
u ment

Elem 780 320 495 274

H.S. 41- 2 6 0' 26
Total 11' 61' 62' 21

The above table, based on First Group returns, will show rather vividly how teach-
ers rated textbooks, expendable supplies, furniture, and athletic equipment in their
schools. The figures are so revealing that no comment is needed to set them in perspec-
tive. Then, too, the fact that some 370, out of 789, elementary teachers took the time
and trouble to write comments, in the space on the questionnaire calling for additional
information, is indicative of teachers' desperate desires .e.get corrective action..

_Approximately 265 high school teachers, out cf 413, wrote comments on the quest-
ionnaire forms. It is noted that almost all teachers in grade 1-6 rated the schools
in which they work, whereas almost 100 teachers in grades 7-12 did not do ao. This
was due to the fact that librarians, counselors, coaches and P.E. instructora did not
attempt to rate aspects of schools ouiaide their own areas of work. Also, it Is to
be noted that no score was kept of the adequacy of high school athletic equipment, and
almost all teachers in grades 7 12, except coaches and P.E. instructors, left that
questionnaire space vacant.

For the Second Gro'ip of 356 returne,146 rated "textbooks" adequate; 15'f felt that
"expendable supplies" were sufficient; 167 considered "furniture" alright; and 77
thought "athletic equipment" passable.

Teacher° around the world ceored a lack of textbooks, particularly in science,
social studies, language and literature. As on teacher in a senior high school in
Germany put the matter: "Limited book supply for new English pregram.(My seniors are
almost ready for a session of Shakespeare which should be Hamlet, Othello, or Lear.
I have only MicbeIb in Adv. in lie Literature and moat studearEEVi had that
one when juniors.)" A teacher in an ele051703717hool says: "Social studies--the
ratic of one per three pupils (textbooks) is educationally unsound." Another reported:
"Still have no basic social studies books (Dec. 1965). Basic math arrived in Nov."

There has been a dearth of supplies for our 3chools. Many teachers in elementary
and high schools said they either can't get any, or insufficient quantities of, art
supplies, d' to masters or paper (reported 14 times by elementary teachers), workbooks,
audio-visua. Ads, and athletic equipment. All 7135a schools received spelling work-
books in late October or November, One elementary teacher tersely stated 4er school's
problem: "Ditto musters--we have been out since September." Another said "Construction
paper (only) white and purple. Paint--we have none except red and white." As can lie
imagined from a glance at the table showing teachers' opinions on adequacies, many
persons felt that athletic equipment was totally inadequate. While a few high schools
reported good support by bade commanders, one teacher said: "Logistic support could
be much better. Many team members (athletics) without proper uniforms and equipment."
One high school teacher could say as for problems encountered: "None--I ordered things
two years ago so I have them now. No supply problem this year, amen." But, another
was not so happy in reporting: "Back orders of library books not here -- ordered in
April and December, 1964."

__ _7=7 77-777!7"!°!.,,P,.-elneckeeelami--...



As can bo imagined, the overseas schools, which have long prided themselves on
the high percentage of graduates going to college, have not provided proper vocational
training for the large numbers of boys and girls not entering sollege. A high school
teacher wrote: "I am teaching metal shop with no metal supplies in aufficent quantity--
but on order." From a large high school in Germany comes the following: "Paraiture
adequate; however business education dept. lacks business machines such as ditto,
mimeograph, calculator, adding machines, dictaphones, ele-tric typet-Yritera. 1. is my
understanding that there are no texts available for "Gelts2a1 Bueinees" currently be-
ing taught at the High school." Several teachers agrees. with the following: "I teach
art and have not even a sink in my classroom." Prom an 2ttlantic Area high school came
a pertinent observation: 'Kiln(s) provided--no electricity to turn them."

A high school teacher also expressed the same woes which the DoD survey team noted
in 1962 in this quote: "Audio-visual equipment doesn't work. No bulbs--no bulbs--no
bulbs!" Perhaps all the statements from one junior high schoolp.on Okinawa, will cor-
rectly focus attention on our schools' probleme.

"The science books are 1960--poor in content. Science equipment is almost non-
existent. The room is a quonset, ro sink, lab tables." "General science--insuffie-
lent and old textbooks. Special Ed.- -lack of materials. Homemaking--food and other
expendable supplies entirely by lab fee." "(InaCeouate) athletic equipment." "Very
little science equipment for the Jr. High, ninth grade lack texts as well." "No work-
books at all for extra drill in English. Texts are out-of-date end inadequate. Lit.
terrible." "Science supplies ordered two years ago have not arrived as of Dec. 8, 1965.
No workbooks or teachers manuals available."

"Shortage was not of supplies but help. Library clerk and assistant librarian
both were not here until Nov. 1." "No Shakespeare plays available for 9th grade classes
in English." "There were sufficent numbers of textbooks; however, these texts are
certainly the poorest in my field. There is no curriculum guide, no departmental meet-
ings or professional emphasis." "Out-dated texts. Classroom Bldg. poor." "Shortage of
good English and social studies books. Need much larger A-V facilities." "No science
experiment materials. Four balls for 900 students in P.E." "Books are new but are
old editions--I959ed of history. I had to wait five weeks fora map of U.S. for U.S.
history." "Modern math textbook at Jr. Hi level are not in use at this time." "75%
of science equipment and supplies ordered not on hand by Sept. 20th. Yearly order ar-
riving in dribbles. Have about 60-70% now (1st Dec.). Have some difficulty here get-
ting books. Received new chemistry and biology texts this year. Most equipment re-
quested is ordered. Some arrives broken, all arrives from late to very late." "Short-
age of ma;c7ial for teaching literature, poor grammar book."

"'el" pinpointing "red tape", old supplies and books in insufficient quantities,
and shifts in military population as the causes of problems, some teachers reported
ways to overcome obstacles. One teacher wrote: "I have spent $1300 of my own money
in three years building a supplementary library." Another wrote: "PTA/local funds ars
adequate for supplementary equipment/supplies; and another, "Supply fee from parents
purchases all expendable items. Furniture and athletic equipment is left-over from
upper grade."

Facilities were reported to be in serious condition on some bases. The Select
Subcommittee visited Lindsey Elementary School in Wiesbaden,, which doesn't have fire
escapee, and noted classroom(s) at Wiesbaden Air Base (without a fire exit from a
basement room located next to a boiler) and at Kitzingen (fourth floor rooms). An
elementary to -Jher in the Philippines wrote: "Our textbooks are old, but the shortages,
etc., are not nearly as serious as the classroom and school conditions. We can put
up with termites, ants, roaches, rats, no air-conditioning, no windows--Just screens,
and the acoustics, but when it rains and the roof leaks all over the children, that
is the last straw." (This wasn't the same school where the DoD Survey Team observed

.a bold, and now rather widely-knoim rat in 1962.)

X. CLASS SIZE IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

th 0 Mere th

en y a eac ere reporte' ng less t

Of 868 Aessroom teachers reporting numbers of pupils,more than 49% (428) had
30-35 pupil's. Frankfurt Elementary School had 34, out of 55 classes, with 30-35 pupils.
fn Vanden erg Elementary School the eight fifth and sixth grade classes averaged 39
pupils for much of September and October. For.owing the visit of the Selebt Subcommittee
on Education 150 teaching spaces were allocated to Army schools within USDESEA and many
of these have been filled. Iitzingen, a school visited by members of the Select Sub-
committee, had 10 of 27 classes with more than 40 pupils for the fIrst three months of
school, and four "new" teachers have been added, In some instances, the addition of
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these teachers is reflected in the OBA questionnaire returns; in others, reiurns were
mailed (probably) before the additions. Thus, while the class sizes have been reduced
in Isola !schools, there has been an addition of local-hire personnel.

A comparison of overa_as clams size with that of school systems in the United
States is in order. Whereas the rational average far all districts is 44 professional
personnel to 1,000 pupils, there are 41 such persons in the ODS. Research Bulletin,
Volume 43, No. 4, December, 1965 of the DEA states that the average class size for
elementary schools is 29.6, while that for 100,000, plus, districts is 31.6. Research
Bulletin, Volume 41, No. 49 December 1963, nresents information given below as compared
with data on the ODS:

r-et:teside s 'es
ICIL 11

'14
2.

.
- 19 6.2

go L.. 2 16.2
25 - a9 p?
Total Less than 30,55.7 1247 . 285

stateside 1...

-.

.
. 14

4 _44
45. a 449 .
50 plus

1Total over 40 2.9_ 24 2.8

Stateside districts had 55.7% of their classes with less than 30 pupils, whereas .

only 28.5% of the overseas classes were that small. The largest ODS grouping, the
30-35 pupil category, had 49% of the elementary classes, as compared to 28.1% in the
States. Another way of observing this same problem ic to look at the 68% of ODS clas-
ses having more than 30 pupils, as compared to 47% in the States. The median class
size in Stateside school districts was in the 25-30 category; in the ODS, the median
group was the 30-35 one. It should be pointed out that Stateside class size has been
reduced since the BEA figures were compiled, from 26.4 to 25.6 pupils-per-teacher.

Factors which force the number of pupils per teacher far above the supposed DoD
ratio of 25-to-1 in many schools are: the unusually high number of high schools which
must try to meet North Central accreditation requirements, the large nember of junior
high units, many smallelementary schools, and an administrative staff which is of
necessity almost double the national figure. The result is not only an average elemen-
tary class size of 32-33 pupils, as compared to the national figure of 29.5, but also
a partial lack of specialist teachers in Army schools of USDESBA and a comelete lack
of such personnel with USAFE schools of USDBSBa.

II. CLASS SIZE IN HIGH SCHOOLS

x 6 x x 0 x 60 6

1A11,1111111111 1818 16 6 11 20

A total of 321 high school teachers in the First Group reported the number of
classes taught and minutes per class. From these it would appear that senior high
school teachers are working schedules equal to their Stateside peers. But, junior
high vahools have teachers in many instances working a full (six or seven period) day,
This may be due to the fact that these schools aren't surveyed by forth Central in-
spection teams, or it may be due to the pupil-teacher ratio.and the high incidence of
such schools with small enrollments.

An element of work load for both elementary and 11'1_4i :school was revealed by com-
ments of specialist-teachers. One elementary teacher wrpte:"I am one counselor to 1,800
children with the added responsibility to process all special education referrals in
Germany, age 6-14." Another wrote:"Ey problems are not those of a classroom teacher
since I do speech therapy. We lack materials and most often a good place to work."
From another school came the following: "Shortage of specialists in areas of physical
education, reading, counsellors. We have only one counsellor /art /music teacher for
1,400 children." From a school in Japan: "Not enough art supplies--I teach art. Too
many children (1,700) for one art teacher--should be a total specialist program, rat-
her than partial." Part of the ecnool duties can involve finding a room to conduct
operations, as another teacher reported: "I am a librarian, however, I did not have
a library large enough for a class to enter at one time until 6 December 1965. A move
was Finally made, which was to have been made 15 August 1965." One librarian expressed
a concern of many otners: "No clerical help whatsoever; must operate two libraries and
process school books at high schocl, approximately three blocks awayschool with r,600
students."

Comments of teachers in high schools pertained to lack of adequate texts which
involved extra work for the classroom teacher. .A. librarian stated: "Shortage was not
of supplies but help--library clerk and assistant librarian both were not here until
November 1." "Some classes of almost 30 in a 30-booth language lab., we really need
a laboratory assistant," wrote one senior high person. Perhaps the heaviest student
load reported vaa that of an English language teacher having 180 pupils.



Notable in this survey of 1639 returns ware the high pupi2-teacher ratio and poor
(or inexistent) school supplies. The Select Subcommittee on Education was gold by
briefing auteorities that USDESEA, on the basis of comparisons of ODS with Stateside
systems, needed 353 more educators. Fupil-teaceer ratios were pre'ented as follows:

Army Schoola 27-to-1 Navy Schools 26.4-to-1
SAC Schools 26.4-to-1 Air Three Schools 25.3-eo-1

The Overseas Family article dated November 24, 1965, said: "USDESA spokesman later
confirmen, However, yna these ratios included all school personnel and did not reflect
the actual averages of pupils per classroom teacher." The percentage of administrative
staff in the ODS is unusually high, almost twice that of comparable Stateside districts.
Revelation of these figures suggests very strongly that the pupil-teacher medium of
30-35 pupils in each classroom, and a mean of 32-33 pupils in each classroom, are an
accurate. reflection of the pupil-teacher ratio in our overseas elementary schools.

A page from the Congressiunal Record for FY 1964 reveals the nature of plant
facilities. Since there have been only three major high school buildings constructed
in recent years--with State Department fundsr at Ankara, Berlin, and Tokyo.

Page 969 The Congressional Secord

"Hr. Andrews. 'Jive us a brief statement in the record as to the condition of the
buildingi, whaethe age of them are and present condition.

"Er. Katzenbach. Yes. (The information follows :)

STATEaNT REGARDING AGE AND CONDITION OP SCHOOL BUILDINGS OVERSEAS

A3HY

"Army has a total of 2,726 general purpose classrooms. Cf this total, 1,637 are
suitable for regular classroom activity; 633 are substandard because only a small num-
ber of studeats can be accomodated in each room; 456 are in critical need of replace-
ment since they cannot properly serve as a functional classroom.

"Of the above total classrooms, 1,546 were constructed to serve as regular school
classrooms. The remaining classrooms in use were converted from such buildings as
barracks, warehouses, garages, administration buildings, quonset huts, and BOQ facil-
ities.

"The only new construction approved for a school plant since fiscal year 1960 has
been for Okinawa.

NAVY

"Buildings being used for the operation of Navy schools range from quonset huts to
modern. There are new buildings which have been constructed within the last five years,
in use in nine locations.

"There are quonset but buildings that have been used for 8 to 10 years at three
locations.

"The five remaining activities operate schools in buildings of moderate repair
which have been converted fro school use during the past 5 to 10 years.

AIR FORCE

"Forty-nine percent of Air Force dependent children are housed in permanent school
buildings. Another 34 percent are housed in school facilities that have been converted
into classroom space. Of this 34 percent student population, 20 percent are in class-
rooms that are adequate, while the other 80 percent ore in classrooms totally inadequate.
Ten percent of the student enrollment is housed in prefabs and quonset huts, while the
remaining 7 percent are housed in leased facilities.

"The conversion of existing buildings into classroom space was done between 1953
and 1956."

is



Whtn the Select Subcommittee visited our schcols in Europe, and some members were
shcoked by the "awful" conditions at Kitzingen, the question was asked whether teacuers
had attempted to inform responsible officials concerning the ODS. For the record, a
letter dated DIcemoer 8, 1964, which was drawn up by sthool personnel and base author-
ities, is included. A letter from one of the teachers explains the discontent of the
:ducators following the discard of the letter,

KITZINGEN MOHICAN ELEKEPECRY SCHOOL
APO 36 US FORCES

8 December 1964

SUBJECT: Conditions at the Kitzingen Elementary School and the
Abortive Teacher Protest of December 96.

TO: Kitsingen Elementary School Parents

A large majority of the teaching staff' at the Kitzingen Element-
ary School voted to actively support the teacher protest of the
Paris Teachers on December 92. This action was to have been a demon-
stration by the teachers for the purpose of focusing attention on the
low-budget education imposed on the overseas schools. We believe
that a collective voice of disapproval would have been more meaning-
ful than sporadic, individual protests. Now that the Paris Teach- .

ere have apparently been satisfied with the concessions offered
them altd. will not stage a protest, we feel it world be of no conse-
quence fo: the Kitsingea Teachers to withdraw services on December
92. Rot-ever, we do feel the parents of the children in the Kitzing-
en Fl::gentary School do deserve an explanation of the reasons be-
hind such dra3tic action by the teachers,.

In the past, all recommended channels of communication have
been used to point out our schools' deficiencies. A positive re-
sponse from the Defense Department was seldom the outcome. We hoped
by this present method to make the Department of Defense aware of
the deplorable situation in our schools and to show our alarm con-
cerning this situation.

The protest could have brought extreme measures of reprisal
from the Department of Defense: loss of one day's pay, reprimand,
loss of job, loss of transportation rights to the United States;
yet the teachers felt they were morally bound to endorse on Decem-
ber 9* the following two excerpts from the Army Regulations defin-
ing Standards of Conduct for Department of Army Employees:

1) "Put loyalty to the highest:moral principles and to
country above loyalty to persons, party, or government
department."

2) "Engage in no business with the Government, either
directly or indirectly, which is inconsistent with the
conscientious performance of his (our) governmental
duties."

We firmly declare that the principles which guided our protest
were motivated by a devotion to children, a dedication to the teach-
ing profession and a loyalty to our country and its future.

A continual refusal by the Department of Defense to pay over-
seas teachers their legal salary brought about this situation in
Paris. Had this been the only point which concerned the Kitsingen
teachers, it is doubtful if a majority would have considered sup-
porting the protest. Listed below are several items which we did
consider and which point out the unsatisfactory conditions at the,
Kitsingen Elementary School.

UAW Sub-standard classrooms are being used for the dependent
children. Two second, grades are located in the NCO Club, two third
grades are in the AYA annex and an eighth grade is located in the
AYA poolroom. Kindergarten classes are held in the basements of.
housing area buildings, and it is questionable weather they could
pass present fire regulations, to say nothing of their space in-
adequacy and dinginess.
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tom: The class average of twenty -five students to one teach-
er iiEs3t-hoing observed. Class averages:

lst - 35 3rd - 33 5th - 32 7th - 42
2nd - 36 4th - 37 6th - 38 8th - 74

We are alloted funds for two more teachers but classrooms are
mot 4e14141210.

Item: Shortage of necessary, up-to-date educational materials
and ilErgent: textbooks, workbooks, audio-visual materials. These
poor conditions are slowly eroding the quality of the education
your children are receiving.

These problems do not make teachers happy nor do they allow
for the beat possible /earning situation for the student. .It is

. not easy to teach children. The aforementioned items make teaching
all the more difficult.

Pour years ago the National Education Association investigated
the conditions of the overseas cchools. They found conditions so
unfortunate they have since repeatedly publicised the conditions and
have strongly recommended that action be taken to improve these con-
ditions. This excerpt is froa.the October 30, 2964 NEA. RETORTER:

Official Actions Regarding: Unsatisfactory Education Conditions.

"Below is a current listing of names of school districts or
systems where a state education association or the NEL has
notified members of the profession and the public that un-
satisfactory educational conditions exist."

District or System

Overseas Dependents' Schools
Utah.public'schools

These are your children and it is their future which is at
stake. We feel once the circumstances of this abortive protest are
known, parents will understand our deep concern to initiate action
to bring about improvement of our children's educational welfare
as soon as possible.

The Iitsingen teachers want better conditions to aid the edu-
cation of your children. We need your support! Something must be
done now.

What are some things which we as parents and teachers can do
to bring about some support to the overseas schools? And more
specifically, what can be done to bring about satisfactory support
to the Kitsingen Elementary School?

KITZINGEN TEACHERS.

Kitsingen Elementary School
APO NEW YORK 09036
March 8, 1965

European Congress of American Parents and Teachers
Heidelberg Post
APO VS Pores' 09403

Gentleman:
One of the positive aspects growing out of the abortive teach-

er protest in December was the genuine interest shown by our local
PTA. A special meetingewas called to discuss local exisilLg cons
ditions_at which time it was decided that some type of tangible
action:should be.taken by this group. The Executive Board at its-
next meeting resolved to contact each United States Senator and
Representative. Each congressman would receive an original typed
letter explaining conditions in general in the Overseas school
systom.1This letter was drawn up and over three hundred letters
were typed before the next general meeting of the PTA. The letter
was presented at this meeting, discussed and a vote of confidence
was given to the Executive Board for their action.
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Ifts happenings of the next few days thWaLt2ithe whole plan.
Indirectly pressure was brought upon the president of the PTA ( a
Lieutenant Colonel in the Dental Corp). 14 along with the principal
of the school were co-signers of the letter. Rather than jeopardise
his military career, he decided he could not sign this letter. The
same decision was made by the principal.

The entire effort was wasted and a number of people wen very
angry. They wondered what liaitationere imposed on the PTA activ-
ities in a military enviroment. A group of teachers visited the base,
commander who candidly informed thee that there is rething the ITA
can do if the military decides it should net. All private omelet-
ions and funds are under direct control of the base commander thr-
ough Warsburg Post !Aviation Jo. 230.5.2 whiah is based on a Pa.
partment of %ray Regulation. It states in part,

"In cases where the membership of a private
-association is predominately personnel assigned
to a lodger unit, then the lodger unit co-amender
will exercise such administrative and command juris-
diction as he deems necessary."

In short this regulation makes the PTA rather ineffective
overseas and conflicts with several of the objectives and'policiea
of the PTA as stated in their manual.

I an concerned and would like sone answers:to some perplexing
questions:

1. Did you know of the existence of the regulation?
20i What can the effect of PTA be under such a regulation?
3. What can be done to change this situation!
4. How can the PTA help secure better educational conditions

in the overseas schools?

5. Could this regulation and its ramifications: be included
in the spring-conference agenda for discussion by the
delegates at this conference?

I eagerly await your reply.

Sincerely yours,

(Signed,
litsingenIducator)

As can be readily imagined morale of teachers at titsingen, following the suppres-
sion of the letter last year was very low. Educational conditions elsewhere were poor,
as was pointed out by letter of mins to military officials and members of Congress. a
newsletter of mine to eoerseas teachers, dated govenber 25, 1965 reads

'In rtspose to cos-plants of sine relative to a first grade classroom in building
23 at Wiechaden Air Base, the answer, which was routed through Senator Yarborough's
office, reads

'It is unrealistic to establish and operate an overseas derndent school system
which would be outstanding in terms of buildings and facilities.' Then, the inevitable:
'Similar school facility problems have also been experienced in pu-Aic school systems
in the United States in recent years.'"

The Air Porce's official answer to my complaints about a first grade class of 31
youngsters being in abasement room adpining a boiler miss

1. The"bolleeroom was only a "stem storage" roofs.

2. In two "recent' fire drills the children exited, 35 and 50 seconds..

3. 2ho room was in a relatively lowhasard aro4s and had been cleared by proper
7101st base authorities..

In an attempt to clear everything the allegation was even made that the window
was larger than it actually was. Immediately, I wrote Senator Yarborough,. who has
been extremely helpful, the followings

1. One dimension give:i for the window was false.

2. The window frame swings inwird (a violation of fire regulations!) over a shaky
upoden platform.
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3. It is ispoasibi. for 31 first graders to line up, ascent fiv, steps if tsr
openir the window, crawl throush the hol, and sarah & safe distance away in 35
or evc 50 evooMs

4. Previous school authorities had atUiptad to have & proper fire escape instil-
led.

Pirther, I pointed ')ut that other Wiesbalenarea schools had ben dirty w.ich of
last year and that students, in cone cases, bad done the cl.ani'g. Additionally, a
point was aids of the fact that curtaic in Y&Aenbrg lleaenta.ry School were frayed,
full of bole., duty, in Iny cues extresely dirty, end that so.. teachers had re-
saved the objectionable thiTag..

The Air Porce' s answer, wtiich presa.bly wee based on inf.rsstton furnished by
local education rJsiniitrati's personnel, attsnptsd to deny all of coaplaints
.zcpt that of h. curtains, for wnich new zeplacesants would be on hand in October.
Jeedless to cay, when the re.acsssnts did coalsuch later than the specified late
they were not what was needed Pesults: still no curtains in amy rooss, and dirty
rsgg.dpl.oesinoth.rst

Pekaps a rscita3 of events in connection with our &tteapts list year to get so..
athletic eiuiprt wiC. help one understand the natir. of our 0DB problss. Our student
council at Yand.vber fleHntarj 3chool discussed the need for such wzndane thtngs U
tether-ball poles (sz1ce there were only four fo1 our 1,100.1,200 students) and soccer
bells (ot which there were none). We 'were informed that the student body couin' t
raise Loney tor this _rpoi., since the equipeent was on the T.O. and L A rquiait-
ion was fowardsd to appropriate ailitary officials, only to receive a anol several
.onth. later.

Teachers have for sany years, drawn attimtion to so.. of our 0DB problets. Two
years ago our Association was forbidden u. o the postal faoilities for sore than
a year, while other organizations sisilar to ours had no such inpedisent. In amy
instances individual teachers have coapl4ined that they haven't f.lt free to coaplain
of conditions.

Widespread press publicity has i foizw one.and-all of the urgent need for sany
corrective actions. An article in the January 21, 1966 issue of The_Overseas Psaily
revealed reasons for the severe book shortage.

Overseas Book
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SUNMAN?

This survey study has shown that a drastic shortage et books and supplies exists
at alast all units in the Overseas Dependents Schools. (szents of teachers supple-
ment the statistics to illustrate the depth of frustration reached by teachers trying
to offer children of our military families oversees quality education.

No less severe is the shortage of teaching per-donna, particularly specialist t
teacheks. to addition, classroom teachers are burt;ened with an unusual4 excessive
teaching load, which is made all the more onerous I,' "red tale" and insadlity to get
supplies. Pine and generous efforts of many peop14. in the overseas schLols to improve
the schools have sospensated for some of the shortages of materials and personnel,
but the time has come when more assistance must come from the DoD, as well as more
understanding! and sympathy. In many ways, this report corroborates, in a more statist-
ical way, the remarkably similar conclusions and recommendations of the DoD survey
team of 1962 and the Select Subcommittee on Education's 1965 report.

Overseas teachers deserve complete implementation of P.L. 86-91 and the Salary
Determination Procedures without doubt. Attempts to take advantage of local-hires
are a discredit to some officials. All teachers need the security of yearly contracts.
When these things transpire, and facilities, supplies, and books are improved, the
overseas schools will attract far more than tha 4379 personnel (down from 11,000 two
years previously) to applied for positions last year.

In order that teachers have a chance to maintain close contact with current de.;
velopments in educational practice, a system of sabbaticals and leaves-of-absence
should be institutod. A vast majority of teachers who would be eligible for such
progress, or who might think they could avail themselves of such benefits, replied
they would like to have these features added.

Since the Local-hire (N-T-E) personnel do not qualify for any kind of education-
al leave, and some teachers either intend to return to their Stateside districts next
year or figure they will remain with the overseas program only a short period of time
the percentage of teachers stating they wanted these programs was high.

While thlisquestionnaire didn't deal with attitudes toward kindergartens, most
teachers recognise the 'value of having our school organized 1-12. A separate report
is being propared on Duty Free Noon programs in effect.

Time are aspects to the overseas schools which are only indirectly touched upon
by this study. It is recognised, however, that better organization, particularly by
up-grading the ODS and setting up a single manager for the overseas schools, and areas
of those 'schools, would be moat beneficial. Better budgeting, based on Stateside
school practices, would help eliminate the burdens. imposed by an unrealistic per -
pupil - limitation.

To those 1639 teachers who returned questionnaires, I say "Thank You." If the
aspirations which guided your completion and return of the form reach fruition in
the form of better education for our 165,000 students, the efforts you and I expended
will have been worthwhile.

Cecil Driver
Executive Secretary
Overseas Education Association

Vandenberg Elomenter,7 School
APO US forces (New York) 09332

OIL Office
6? Wiesbaden
Wilhelm Strasse 52bc
Apt. 122
West Germany


